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ABSTRACT

The mathematics basis that can form a telemetry system is orthogonal functions. Three
kinds of orthogonal functions are used up to now. First of them is sine and cosine
function family. The second one is block pulse function family. The third one is Walsh
function family. Their corresponding telemetry systems are FDM,TDM and SDM
(CDM).
Later we introduced an orthogonal function which is called Bridge function. The
corresponding system is named telemetry system based on Bridge function.
Now a new kind of orthogonal function , Generalized Bridge function , has been found. It
can be applied to practical multiplex of information transmission. In this paper the author
provides the design concept, block diagram, operational principle and technical
realization of telemetry system based on Generalized Bridge function.
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INTRODUCTION

The basis of mathematics to form multiplex telemetry system is the orthogonal function.
Theoretically speaking, any kind of orthogonal function family can be used as subcarrier
waves in multiplex telemetry system. But it is really practical in engineering is that
whether it is easy to realize or not. Due to use computer, most of telemetry systems base
on binary number system, but in fact binary number system is not best number system,
some researches on multi-number system (the number base is larger than 2) are being
done. Now multi-number system digital modulation has been widely found applications
in practical digital modulation system, such as pulse multi-level amplitude modulation,



pulse multi-frequency digital modulation and pulse multi phase modulation and so on.
From the view of algorithm, with the development of computer and integrated circuit,
realizing multi-number digital system is not more difficult than realizing binary digital
system. Generalized Bridge function is a new kind of orthogonal function. According to
the copy theory generalized Bridge function can be easily generated. And generalized
Bridge function is a kind of multi-value function, which corresponds to multi-number
system. So it can be applied generalized Bridge function to telemetry system.

THE MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF GENERALIZED
BRIDGE FUNCTION

There are two kinds of generalized Bridge function. One is copy-shift generalized Bridge
function; another is shift-copy generalized Bridge function. These two kinds of
mathematical expressions of discrete generalized Bridge function as follows:

a. the mathematical expression of discrete copy-shift generalized Bridge function
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b. the mathematical expression of discrete shift-copy generalized Bridge function
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whose continuous generalized Bridge functions are denoted respectively by ),,,( tmjbg p ω′

and ),,,(
~~ tmjbg p ω ,whose mathematical expressions are denoted as follows:
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where  ),,( tnchp ω   is Chrestenson function, discrete Chrestenson function is defined by
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From above we can know that generalized Bridge function is the product of orthogonal
Chrestenson function and orthogonal block pulse function. Chrestenson function is
generalized Walsh function, which has p complex values. We can easily copy
Chrestenson function in accordance with the information code ω . And block pulse
function can be generated in the form of shifting unit pulse function. So these two kinds
of generalized Bridge function can be easily generated by generalized copy-shift method
or by generalized shift-copy method their information codes and they have 1+p  complex
values.



DESIGN CONCEPT

The key to realizing multiplex transmission is the least crosstalks among channels. In the
ideal case, the crosstalks vanish. We are sure that the crosstalks among channels vanish
under the condition that subcarriers are orthogonal. Two subcarriers )(tPn  and )(tPm with
same period are called orthogonal if they satisfy the following expression:
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Orthogonal subcarriers NktPk ,...,1,0),( =  make sure  that signals NkEk ,...,1,0, = through
multiplex channel can be separated. From  the view of mathematics, present multiplex
methods such as FDM,TDM and SDM  are  different  in that they use different
orthogonal function families.

Generalized Bridge function is the generalization of Bridge function. In our laboratory
the multiplex system used Bridge function family as orthogonal function subcarriers had
developed before. Bridge function family has contained many kinds of orthogonal
function families such as Walsh function family, block pulse function family, Haar
function family, Ter function family, Her function family and so on. And generalized
Bridge function family contains Bridge function family, Chrestenson function family and
Watari function family. We can derived many other kinds of orthogonal function families
from generalized Bridge function family. For the purpose of multiplex, we can choose
some kind of  suitable orthogonal function family from generalized Bridge function
family as subcarriers.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The  figure 4.1 shows that unified model about realizing multiplex transmission, which
are suitable to describe any kinds of multiplex  transmission. The difference of different
multiplex transmission methods  is that  wave generator in block diagram is different. If
we use orthogonal generalized Bridge function  generator instead of the following
orthogonal wave generator, then it is multiplex transmission system based on generalized
Bridge function:

CONCLUSION

We can also easily construct real generalized Bridge functions from generalized Bridge
functions, whose values are 1+p  real values while we consider that real wave generator
is more intuitive. Generalized   Bridge functions is non-sinusoidal orthogonal  step
function, which contains most  kinds of non-sinusoidal orthogonal  step functions. It is
useful in multiplex telemetry.
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                                               Receive port

Figure 4.1 Unified Model
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